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This is a transcript of 1Q FY09/2020 Consolidated Financial Results Briefing by
HENNGE K.K. on 12th February 2020.

Net Sales

Ogura KazuhiroHello, I’m Ogura. Thank you for taking the time to meet today.
This is our company's Q1 FY09/2020 Consolidated Financial Results. I'd like to explain
the results of the first quarter.
After talking about quarterly results, forecasts, and growth strategies, I'll get an
overview of the company and its services.
First, the financial results for the first quarter.
Net sales of HENNGE One increased by 26.4%, or \0.18 billion yen, year-over-year.
That of Professional services and others, on the other hand, declined by 12.4%, or
\0.02 billion yen.
As a result, total net sales increased by 20.5% or \0.16 billion yen. It was the current
situation of sales.
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Overview of consolidated financial results

This is a performance summary. Net sales rose by 20.5%. On the other hand, SG&A
increased by 36.5%. As a result, we recorded net loss of \5 million yen.
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Gross profit

This is gross profit. I explained that our company is characterized by high gross
margins. The gross profit margin for the quarter was 81.2%, up 0.1 points from the
same period last year.
We believed that the marginal profit ratio remains high. If you convert it into money,
it was an increase of 130 million yen. Converting that into a percentage, it was a
20.7% increase.
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Profit attributable to owners of parent

As we invested aggressively in the first quarter under a policy of aggressively
investing in expenses for our growth, the SG&A to sales ratio rose 9.5 points to 81.5%.
As a result, profit attributable to owners of parent decreased by \47 million yen.
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Structure of operating expenses (YoY, vs 1Q
FY09/2019)

I would like to comment on the breakdown of operating expenses. There are two
types of comparisons: year-over-year and quarter-over-quarter.
Let's start with the year-over-year comparison. I will explain it from the top. Other
SG&A fees accounted for 26.7% of net sales, up 7.7 points from the same period last
year.
There were temporary expenses for office expansion and IPO, totally accounted for
approximately 40 million yen, and traveling and transportation expenses and
recruiting expenses increased due to investing in recruiting and sales.
Besides, office rent increased by just over double compared to the same period of the
previous fiscal year due to an increase in the floor space of the head office and
branch offices for future personnel increases.
Advertising expenses rose by 4.3 points, to 8.7%.
The main reason for this increase was the investment in aggressive advertising
expenses associated with holding one of the largest corporate events ever held in Q1
"HENNGE NOW!".
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The cost of sales ratio has improved to 18.8%, so that this structure enables us to
continue to invest in customer acquisition costs aggressively.
That's how it compares to the same period last year.

Structure of operating expenses (QoQ, vs 4Q
FY09/2019)

Next, I would like you to look at the comparison with the previous quarter because
the business of our company is the recurring business.
Other SG&A fees increased by \7 million yen and advertising expenses increased by
\46 million yen from the 4th quarter of fiscal year 2019. The breakdown is as I
explained earlier.
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Breakdown of employees

As a result of our aggressive recruitment efforts, the total number of employees was
158. As a characteristic of our company's business, 27.2% of all employees are in sales.
For our company, sales personnel are those who are responsible for creating future
sales.
Customer success accounts for 22.2%, who are responsible for an on-boarding and a
de-churning stafffor incoming customers.
Outside of that, we have 1.9% of our staff in overseas business development, 10.8% in
professional services, and 22.2% as others.
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Advertising and Events, Event 'HENNGE NOW!' (Nov
2019)

Next, we introduce our business highlights. There are two categories:
advertising/events and others.
First of all, we held our own event "HENNGE NOW!" in November 2019.
Our company is committed to being an IT platform that connects SaaS-es to SaaS-es.
From this perspective, we are supporting the use of SaaS in companies and working to
increase our company brand recognition.
As one of these activities, we hold a "HENNGE NOW!" event to encourage SaaS
activities in companies. Other SaaS companies also took part in the event, and many
people, including partners and existing customers, visited the event. We hope that
this event will raise brand recognition and win future deals.
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Office renewal (Nov 2019)

The head office was renewed. The primary goal is to prepare for the increase in
personnel that will accompany the future business expansion. At the same time, our
company is pursuing a new work style that utilizes SaaS, so we want to create
solutions that can be offered to customers.
The Tokyo Head Office was renewed in November 2019 with additional floors in
order to activate ideas and create an efficient office.
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Our survey, SaaS usage survey to our clients (Dec
2019)

We then looked at the results of a survey of the use of SaaS by clients and published
them. We have been saying that "Companies will use multiple SaaS-es to work
productivity-enhancing ways" for a long time.
As a proof of this, I would like to follow up on the number of companies using SaaS-es
(how many SaaS-es they are using on average?) and publicize the way of working
using SaaS to the world.
According to the survey, an average of seven SaaS-es is used per company. There is
another peak, though.
This data said that working with multiple SaaS-es is becoming more common. 24%
use more than ten SaaS-es.
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HENNGE One KPIs of HENNGE One contracted
companies YoY

The next slide is a KPI. I would like to introduce mainly KPIs related to HENNGE One
Business. The number of HENNGE One contracted companies increased by 257
companies, up 20.9% from the same period last year.
HENNGE One's contracted user grew by 23.2% to 33.4 million. ARR increased by 720
million yen, up 26.5% from the same period last year.
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KPI Highlights

To highlight our KPIs for Q1, we are updating from the previous quarter. The average
monthly churn rate rose by 0.01 points to 0.13%. Although we saw a slight increase,
we believe our churn rate remains low.
The number of contracted companies increased by 59 from the end of the previous
quarter to 1,487. The number of users increased to 1,776 million, up 0.104 million
from the end of the last quarter. ARR increased by 0.172 billion yen from the end of
the previous quarter to 3.411 billion yen. We achieved solid growth. ARPU decreased
slightly from the previous fiscal year-end to \1,921 yen.
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HENNGE One Churn rate

If you look at the graph, the average monthly churn rate fluctuates between 0.15%
and 0.10%. At the latest, this is 0.13%. Our theoretical average lifetime is over 64
years, so we believe we have a strong customer base that allows us to expect very
long-term contracts.
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HENNGE One contracted companies & users

The number of contracted users increased by 0.104 million from the previous
quarter. The number of users increased by 59. The number of users is steadily
increasing, and the number of contracted companies is also steadily increasing.
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HENNGE One ARR & ARPU

ARPU decreased by \17 yen, while ARR increased by \0.172 billion. I don't think ARPU
is on the decline. However, ARPU slightly declined during the quarter due to an
increase in the number of existing customers with relatively low unit prices.
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Overview of FY09/2020 full-year forecasts

It's about the business overview. The forecast for the fiscal year ending September
2020 remains unchanged from the forecast announced at the beginning of the fiscal
year. This overview is consistent with the forecast announced at the beginning of the
year.
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Overview of FY09/2020 forecasts of net sales by
business

The progress rate of HENNGE One sales was 23.1% towards the full-year forecast.
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Overview of FY09/2020 forecasts of operating
expenses

Operating expenses are 24.5% of our full-year forecast. We were in the red in the first
quarter. Given that sales are less than 25% complete, I'm sure some people would be
worried about this overview, so I'm commenting.
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Overview of FY09/2020 forecasts of operating
income

Essentially, our company's sales are a recurring revenue model, where sales pile up
every quarter with every new contract. So basically, it's going to increase every
quarter.
Unless we get a very big churn and a very small number of new orders, we can keep
up the upward trend.
Accordingly, we expect the trend to be the same as in previous years. I would like to
add that it is possible to land as expected, and the situation is favorable.
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maximize LTV

This is our company's growth strategy. Our company is a SaaS company that builds up
contracts from customers every year. Accordingly, we continue to strive to maximize
LTV as our management objective.
Raising LTV means raising the total value of our company's contracts.
For example, if our company earns 1 million yen in ARR this fiscal year, and if sales
for this term will be 1 million yen, it's a contract that will drive our sales over the next
ten years.
So if we're a bit conservative with this "Y" as 50 years, we have 50 years worth of this
ARR, which is 1 million yen per contract. If we assume a gross profit margin of 80%,
we will be able to accumulate a total contractual value of \40 million yen.
Our company's operating style is not to be undue focused on immediate operating
income, and continue to invest aggressively to continue building our future ARR.
To increase LTV, we need to increase ARR, average contract duration in years, and
gross margin. As for the average contract duration in years, we are currently
maintaining a sufficiently low churn rate, so it is difficult to double the current rate.
Also, we recognize that it remains at an enough high level though the gross profit
margin has risen moderately. So I think the key to focus on is building up ARR.
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maximize ARR

When ARR is broken down into three components, it is considered to be represented
by three multiplication factors: Number of contracted companies, Average number of
contracted users per contracted company, and ARPU.
If we could achieve these three goals simultaneously, we could achieve
three-dimensional growth. We consider how we can increase these parameters to
achieve such exponential growth.
What we are focusing on at first is maximizing the number of contracted companies.
In Japan, the cloud adoption rate is not high yet. We are in a stage where cloud
penetration is progressing from the Tokyo metropolitan area to other regions. So, I
will support companies that are considering using the cloud.
We believe that meeting many of these customers and their using our company's
"HENNGE One" will lead to an increase in the number of "N" basically. Among these
three, we would like to focus on "N" first.
Next is ARPU. ARPU of our company is currently around 1,920 yen. We believe that
we will be able to increase ARPU if we can provide additional functions or high-value
new servicesthat customers can use. We intend to raise ARPU over the medium term.
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As "n" is introduced into larger companies, "n" will naturally improve. On the other
hand, considering the expansion of cloud utilization to small- and medium-sized
enterprises, I think we will aim for a flat or slight increase.
As for our immediate growth strategy, we will first increase the number of contracted
companies and then develop new functions to increase ARPU.

Formula to our growth strategy

The actual breakdown is on page 30.The one on the left is ARR. ARR at the end of the
1st quarter of the fiscal year was over 3.4 billion yen, compared with over 3.2 billion
yen at the end of the previous fiscal year.
ARR consists of "N", "n", and "ARPU". I think "N" is piling up smoothly. At the end of
Q1, we had 1,487 companies.
And, in January, we issued a press release of the acquisition of 1,500 companies.
The "n" is currently rising slightly. We are aware that it is increasing as existing users
continue to use the cloud. There is a slight increase.
On the other hand, ARPU, which had been on a declining trend from 2014 to 2017, has
started to increase. We recognize that this is a result of our efforts to provide
customers with higher value through the release of new features. However, ARPU
declined slightly at the end of the first quarter of the fiscal year.
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As mentioned earlier, this decline was due to a large number of orders from existing
customers with relatively low ARPU, and we are not aware that this trend will
continue.

Our growth strategy on and after FY09/2021

As a growth strategy for the future, we will focus on the "HENNGE One" of IDaaS and
expand our business with the trend of enterprise adoption of SaaS. Our company's
SaaS, "HENNGE One", is a special-positioned SaaS platform that bridges various
SaaS-es.
Accordingly, the more customers use SaaS, the more value our company's platform
naturally increases.
Our company believes that the use of SaaS by enterprises is expanding as the current
trend. In fact, at the end of 2019, you saw various SaaS companies become listed.
Companies have traditionally relied on a single platform to work. In addition to such
Suite-type SaaS solutions, we are now moving into an era in which people work in a
way that increases productivity by combining multiple best-of-breed SaaS offerings in
each field, including expense reimbursement, business card management, human
resources management, and business chat.
The use of SaaS in the enterprise has only just begun and is expected to expand.
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In this context, our company intends to support the productivity improvement of
customers by providing functions, such as the foundation of the identity of various
SaaS-es and the foundation of securities, while expanding the number of our users
along with the trend toward SaaS.
This is our growth strategy.

Corporate profile

I'm sorry to be late, but this is a corporate profile. I'd like to explain a little bit about
the business.
Our company is HENNGE K.K.. It was established in November 1996. The name
"HENNGE" started in February 2019, and before that, it was called "HDE".
Three founders who were students in 1996 and are still managing the company as
full-time directors. We have 158 employees.
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Locations

This is our locations. Our head office is located in Tokyo, and we are an IT company
that has been operating in Tokyo since 1996. For our company to expand along with
cloud growth in the future, it is extremely important to capture the trend of cloud's
spreading to other areas than Tokyo. Over the past four to five years, we have opened
offices in Nagoya, Osaka, and Fukuoka to promote cloud among local companies.
Overseas, we have HENNGE Taiwan as a subsidiary in Taipei.
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Vision

Our vision is ‘Liberation of Technology’. We think technology is great, and we believe
it opens up a lot of possibilities for companies and users.
We want to bring technology to as many companies as possible, so our corporate
vision is the "liberation of technology".
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Our business domain is ever-changing, but our will
remains steadfast

Since our establishment in 1996, we have experienced a few pivots. We had about two
major recessions, and each time we nearly went out of business. We pivoted and
finally became a SaaS company after the 2011 earthquake.
With employees unable to come to the office due to the earthquake and BCP being
hampered due to power outages, I thought that the main way of working would be to
use the cloud. That is because it enables employees to work from anywhere. But to do
so, there would be a security challenge in the company.
I thought that if we could solve this problem, we would be able to help companies, so
we changed to a SaaS company.
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Sales structure by business

The HENNGE One business accounts for nearly 89% of total sales, and Professional
Services and Other comprises 11.1%.
The HENNGE One business, which we started in 2011, is now our main business. We
will continue to discover the seeds of our various businesses and deliver them to our
customers.
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HENNGE One (1)

Let's take a look at some of the features of the HENNGE One service. I mentioned
earlier that various companies are using various types of SaaS-es, but there are two
problems: ID Federation and Access Control.
When it comes to ID Federation, as I mentioned just before that the companies use an
average of seven SaaS-es, the burden is on both the company and the user to create
and manage their IDs and passwords when using the seven services.
For example, if one employee joins the company, they have to add users to each of the
seven services, which is significantly cumbersome. What's more troubling is that if an
employee leaves the company, they have to make sure their IDs are removed from
those seven services.
The strength of cloud services is the ability to login from anywhere in the world, so if
an administrator forgets to delete an account, a retired employee may have access to
personnel information or business card information. This is the issue to be solved by
ID Federation.
Another issue is for Access Control. The great thing about SaaS and the cloud is that
anyone can work from anywhere with access to the cloud, services, and information.
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On the other hand, the problem is that anyone can access it from anywhere. For
example, it may not necessarily be positive whether a company wants employees to
be able to access human resource management information from the Manga Cafe.
Those are the issues to be solved by Access Control and ID Federation.
Our company's HENNGE One solves these problems by allowing employees to log on
to multiple SaaS services with a single ID. The image of this service is that when an
employee opens his/her PC at work or opens his/her laptop at home and tries to access
the cloud service, HENNGE One login screen appears instead of the cloud service login
screen.
Once the user enters his/her HENNGE One ID and password, he/she can login to any
service without entering his/her ID and password of each service.
It has the advantage that the employees don't have to remember a lot of passwords,
and it also prevents the situation that the retired employees can access the services, as
I mentioned earlier.
If an administrator adds the employee’s ID to HENNGE One when he/she joins the
company, and deletes his/her ID from HENNGE One when he/she leaves the company,
the company will be freed from the annoying task of ID management.
It’s not true that ID Federation solves everything. The problem for Access Control still
remains. However, in the same way, HENNGE One enables to set access policies for
each service.
For example, HR information can only be viewed by human resources. HR
management information such as Kaonavi and SmartHR can only be accessed by
company-provided PCs, and cannot be accessed from Manga Cafes, and can only be
accessed by employees at certain levels.
On the other hand, for business chats that require flexible information exchange,
access authorities can be more loosened, for example, everyone can access from
various devices everywhere, to collaborate. In this way, access policies can be set for
each SaaS.
By combining these two functions, companies are freed from troublesome problems
and security risks, so that they can flexibly adapt to the new work style of using many
SaaS-es or smoothly shift to a working style using SaaS.
This is the strength of HENNGE One.
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HENNGE One (2)

In addition to access control, it is also provided with functions to solve problems that
most companies who start using the cloud, such as email, smartphone security, and
large file transfer, and so on. This is a functional advantage over other competitors.
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HENNGE ONE Solid customer base

The customer base is truly extensive, with 1,487 companies using the service in
various industries. We have 1.776 million contracted users.
Currently, the average number of users per company is about 1,200. Such midsize
companies are the sweet spot, and also larger and smaller companies are using our
service. Therefore, HENNGE One is a service that is used by a wide range of
companies.
That's the business description. Thank you very much.

Q & A: What are your hiring plans?
Questioner1Thank you for your explanation. Please tell me two points. I think that
your company aims to increase the number of contract companies (N) in order to
increase its corporate value.
The first question is about hiring. By increasing sales personnel, you aimed to
increase the number of contracted companies. You said in this quarter, the number of
employees increased four more than at the end of the previous quarter, of which
sales personnel increased by two. Could you tell me if this is as planned or if it will
increase gradually in this term?
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AmanoI'm Amano, an executive officer. Thank you for your question. At the
financial results briefing held at the end of the previous fiscal year, we announced
that we would actively hire new employees, mainly in sales.
In our company, the 1st quarter was from October to December 2019, and we’ve just
became listed, so we haven't made much progress in terms of the number of
employees.
As the plan does not define "we will hire this many people in three months", we
intend to firmly adopt the overall target number of employees for the full year. Also,
as I commented last time, if there is a chance for more aggressive hiring, I would like
to invest more aggressively without sticking to a plan.

Q & A: Feedback to the "HENNGE NOW!"
Questioner 1Thank you. The other question is about the big event "HENNGE NOW!"
you held this time.
After the event, the number of contracted companies increased by 59 in Q1 alone. The
past average of the number of increasing was from 250 to 260 companies per year.
Considering that, the increase of 59 companies seems to be the same as in other years.
Was there any positive feedback from "HENNGE NOW!" really? Can you confirm that
the number of contracted companies will increase from the second quarter? Of
course, I understand that it has been less than two months since "HENNGE NOW!",
but could you tell me how you feel about it?
OguraThank you. As a precondition, we analyzed the trend of the increase in the
number of users and companies per quarter. And we found that the number of
companies tends to increase from January to March or from July to September since
the months such as April and October are the appropriate timing.
On the other hand, we think that the number of users tends to increase from April to
June and from October to December because the number of users increases when
customers expand their use.
From that point of view, I think the period from October to December is the period
when the number of users increases.
Based on the above assumptions, I believe that the response to "HENNGE NOW!" was
very good. We had a large number of customers, including those whom we had not
reached before.
We also believe that our company's new approach of collaborating with other SaaS
companies to disseminate information of value to customers was relatively successful
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and will contribute to the expansion of the number of contracted companies in the
future.
Questioner 1Thank you. Let me confirm one more thing. You said that "HENNGE
NOW!" was well received in fact. How do you plan to promote such events in the
future? For example, do you plan to hold it twice a year?
OguraThere are no plans at this time. We don't have any plans for events on the
same scale. In considering the season to attract future customers, we thought it would
be better to hold an event from October to December. So we held it for that term this
time.
That's not to say that holding these events every quarter would work. Our basic
approach is to hold such major events once or twice a year, besides, to hold the events
that are more specific to other areas than Tokyo, to acquire customers and promote
brand penetration.
There are currently no plans to hold events of any specific size and location.
Questioner 1Thank you very much.

Q & A: Declining ARPU
Questioner 2I have two questions. The first is ARPU. You explained that the decline
in ARPU in the quarter, but not the trend.
If we look at the trends for existing customers and new customers separately, is it fair
to say that ARPU for existing customers is rising? Or, can you please explain again
about ARPU?
AmanoI'm Amano, an executive officer. Thank you for your question.
As Ogura commented on the decline in ARPU, ARPU of new contracted companies
from October to December generated higher than the overall average. So, to answer
your question, the existing aggregate average has fallen below the aggregate average
over the period, resulting in a slight overall decline.
Questioner 2The benefits of adding new services to increase ARPU may not be seen
this quarter. When do you expect to see an up-sell/cross-sell effect?
OguraThank you. Our company is currently working on improving ARPU. Based on
your answers above, we understand that Q1 will have a significant impact on pricing
for additional users on existing contractions, especially because this quarter is the
season that we see growth in the number of existing contracted users.
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We have been operating under the revised price table since 2019, and are working to
increase ARPU through the use of new features by our customers.
As we are currently developing it with sales personnel, I believe that the pressure to
raise ARPU will increase a little more, especially at a time when the number of new
companies is increasing. Basically, we would like to create an upward trend over the
year, so we cannot say exactly when the impact will begin.

Q & A: Future business developments
Questioner 2It's the second one. I believe that sales will continue to grow even if we
continue with our current business model. Are you thinking of new businesses in the
future? Or are they going overseas? This may be a long time away, but what kind of
business do you have in mind?
OguraThank you. By leveraging the characteristic of the identity foundation of SaaS
that our company currently provides, our company believes it is in a better position
than other SaaS vendors to aggregate SaaS and SaaS information to provide
customers with higher value-added information and provide customers with higher
value-added actions. Based on it, our company's current challenge is to sell new
functions to current customers that will be required in line with changes in work
styles. This is one of the actions I want to do.
Also, in terms of regional expansion, as SaaS is currently expanding to areas such as
Kansai, Nagoya, and Kyushu, the first is to cover those areas properly. On top of that,
if the time comes for cloud penetration in some areas such as Asia and Europe, we
may be able to develop similar businesses by strengthening our activities in those
regions.
Questioner 2Thank you. You want to sell new products as part of their work style
reform. Are they going to be developed in-house or by partnering with other vendors?
OguraWell, I think about it broadly and without excluding possibility. We would like
to develop our products and also cooperate with other companies.
Questioner 2Thank you.
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Q & A: Increasing SaaS use in Japan

Questioner 3The survey conducted in December is on page 15. According to the
chart, 72 of your company's customers use an average of 7 SaaS-es. If you look at
another survey in the United States, I think that American companies use more than
80 SaaS-es, and Japan is way behind.
Will there be a world where Japanese companies use dozens of SaaS, like the US? If so,
when will that happen? What is the outlook for the overall market in the medium to
long term?
OguraThank you. You are right. According to the American survey, there is a ten
times difference (laughs). I think it is becoming common to use various SaaS-es.
Frankly speaking, our company started this research because we wanted to know
how trends are. We intend to continue these surveys.
In Japan, I think that last year was probably the "First Year of the Best-of-Breed SaaS
World". With so many SaaS companies going public, we saw a lot of SaaS-es
commercials on TV. I think it was 2019.
This is not a landing, but rather the beginning of the era of SaaS for business. Our
company is extremely optimistic.
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Our company has a long history of selling software. In our company's 24 year history,
the business model was to sell software for about 18 years. From the perspective of
our company, a longtime software company, SaaS represents a truly revolutionary
model of service delivery.
You can quit anytime. Of course, if you churned our service, we would be in trouble
(laughs). Basically, you don't invest all at once, but spend a little money each year to
select only the services which is really useful.
From the perspective of the SaaS vendor, we can continue to provide functions that
meet the needs of our customers by not lying to them, facing them honestly, and
listening to them about necessary functions.
The business model of SaaS incorporates that. I believe that the BtoB SaaS-es that
emerged in various places in 2019 has survived this competition.
We expect to see more and more of these types of SaaS-es in the future. I believe that
companies have already taken advantage of this system to increase productivity. So
I'm optimistic. Our company will continue to conduct such surveys. That's all.
Questioner 3Thank you.

Q & A: Second Half Advertising Expenses
Questioner 4Thank you for your explanation. First of all, what is your stance on
advertising expenses in the second half?
AmanoThank you. We have not released any figures for our advertising expenses,
but we plan to spend slightly more than the actual advertising expenses for the fiscal
year ending September 2019. We plan to do so as planned.

Q & A: Objectives and Results of Participation in the
Overseas Career Forum
Questioner 4Thank you. According to the news release of your company, you seem
to be actively participating in overseas career forums. Please tell us about the purpose
and the results of your participation.
AmanoThank you. This is one of the characteristics of our company. Currently, about
20% of our employees are other nationalities than Japanese. We actively hire
employees from all over the world, mainly software developers.
As part of our global internship program, we invite graduate and undergraduate
students from overseas to work as interns. I intend to hire new graduates actively.
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We intend to hire actively not only the person whose major is technology but also the
person whose major is not technology with the potential to become future sales and
customer success talent. For this purpose, we actively participate in overseas career
forums. Is this a question about recruitment activities rather than advertising?
Questioner 4Yes. Thank you. Then, on page 14, you can see a picture of the
renovated office. I'm interested in it because I think communication will change when
the company building changes. Actually, although it hasn't been long since it changed,
please tell me how you feel about it.

OguraOur company originally had non-territorial office partially. However, we
decided to take it a step further and experiment with a new way of working: no fixed
seats at all. To be honest with you, at first, our employees were confused by the new
environment (laughs).
In this context, I feel that discussions are becoming active to find out what actually
makes it easier to work and what is necessary to work effectively in such a
workplace.
In my opinion, as various working styles are becoming more and more common, the
non-territorial office will make significant progress.
From a simple manager's point of view, for example, if I create a desk for someone
who only comes three days a week, space efficiency will get worse and worse.
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Considering that office rent is rising, I think everyone will be able to use the space as
efficiently as possible with the non-territorial office.
However, if the employees feel uncomfortable with this style, their productivity will
decline, so I think we are entering an era in which companies will think about how to
balance that. Our company was among the first to conduct such an experiment.
In general terms, I believe that this is a chance to communicate to customers what
problems we haveencountered and how our company has improved while making
various complaints and discoveries. Thank you.
Questioner 4Thank you very much.

Q & A: Competitive Response
Questioner 5Please tell me one thing. You mentioned earlier that the multiple uses of
SaaS would be accelerating. There are 106 services available for HENNGE One, but if
you look at overseas vendors, I think they have more connections.
As more and more people use SaaS-es in the Japanese market, I think that increasing
the number of connections will be a differentiator for your company to expand the
number of contracted companies.
Can you give us a rough idea of how you will respond to the competition?
OguraThank you. The number of SaaS connections may be small compared to
overseas SSO services. You wonder if increasing the number of services to be linked
will lead to the strength of our company services, and how we are working on it. I
understand your question has such a purpose.
Now, to be honest with you, our company does not aim as our goal to increase the
number of services that can be connected. Instead, we visit our customers in our sales
activities and receive inquiries such as, "we use this service, but can it be used with
your service?" We actually verify the operation in response to those inquiries, and if
the services seem to be connected, we certify them as connected services and increase
the number.
Looking only at the current situation, we believe that we have not yet reached the
stage where orders are increasing due to an increase in the number of services that
can be connected.
If the number of services that can be connected becomes a key factor for our growth, I
think it would be possible to create KPIs that actively increase the number of
connected cloud services themselves and to implement strategies that consider how to
increase the number.
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On a more technical note, SaaS services in United States tend to come standard with
an identity association protocol called SAML.
Our company's IDaaS also relies on the SAML protocol for ID federation.
While overseas SaaS services are compatible with SAML, Japanese services are not so
compatible because overseas SaaS services require SAML in order to connect to the ID
infrastructure of educational institutions. It means that most of them are dealing with
it. It may also be a way for overseas SaaS companies to increase ARPU.
For example, you often see that SaaS has a three-tier plan, such as Basic Plan,
Professional Plan, and Enterprise Plan.
For example, in Slack and Box, the basic plan is very cheap but not very functional,
the professional plan is medium, and the enterprise plan is expensive.
SAML is often implemented as a key function to increase ARPU when selling to
companies with 300 or more employees, and in short, because of the structure in
which SAML increases ARPU, overseas SaaS vendors tend to support SAML.
On the other hand, in Japan, BtoB SaaS has recently begun to spread, and because of
its short history, we believe that SAML support is currently progressing.
Last year, we announced many SAML connected services, and we have increased the
number of connected services. And from now on, the environment becomes easier to
connect with this situation progresses.
That's all.
Questioner 5Thank you.

Q & A: About SAP S/4HANA
Questioner 6Thank you for your explanation. Please give me two answers. The first
question is about large-scale SaaS. As the migration to SAP S/4 HANA is about to take
off, do you have any ideas on how this will impact you when you think about it for
large enterprises?
As to the second question, I wonder if any other companies support OAuth besides
SAML. And I would like you to tell me if there is an example of a company that
supports OAuth migrating to your company solutions, or if there is an example of a
case that works.
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OguraThank you. For large-scale SaaS, the question was whether the move to SAP S/4
HANA would impact our company and if it would impact any future business.
Currently, the sweet spot in our service is a company with an average of 1,200 people,
so to be honest with you, we are currently reaching the scale we are talking about.
Companies adopting SaaS are in the phase of introducing more agile information
systems.
As this develops a little more, I think it will develop into a connection to ERP. But for
our company, currently, there are no positives or negatives.
The second question was about the case where companies that support OAuth
implement it themselves. So far, I think it's a different world than single sign-on,
which uses OAuth authorization to implement logins. The honest answer is that I can't
think of any examples.

Q & A: How SaaS Platformization Affects IDaaS
Questioner 6One more question. On the other hand, in the low-end market, I think
that we are moving toward what is called a platform, in which various functions are
bundled into integrated type services like Money Forward. I think this kind of service
will have a negative impact on your company. What do you think about this?
OguraAs they move towards becoming a platform, our company believes that even if
a platform becomes very dominant in the enterprise market, it will not necessarily be
the case that we are going to have a world where we use SaaS only within that
platform.
As the world like the USA with 90 to 100 SaaS-es per company shows, I think the
mainstream will be the hybrid style of using the best-of-breed SaaS-es while using any
platform.
And, for example, if the spread of platforms threatens our company's position, I think
that's another layer.
Our company welcomes the introduction of SaaS, and we believe that if users start
using SaaS, they will be more likely to use our services, and the value will increase.
A frequently asked question is "Will the platform not integrate authentication or
implement access control on its own?".
In practice, there are already platforms that do this. Despite this, the trend towards
using third parties like our company is primarily driven by a sense of crisis about
being locked into one platform or another.
In particular, I think there is an aspect that everyone is looking for something that can
be used horizontally. Also, from the perspective of each SaaS vendor, for example, the
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essential strength of SaaS for expense reimbursement is the expense reimbursement
part, and even if users say, "Tighten access control." or "I need you to strengthen your
identity." I would rather devote resources to the functions in the main rather than to
those requests in competition with other companies.
When that happens, as access control and identity federation are in the field of IDaaS,
I think the flow will be to encourage customers to use such IDaaS while developing
their core functions.
Looking at the U.S. market, I think that the structure will become similar in Japan.
And when customers are using various SaaS, customers’ productivity will increase,
and also our opportunities will increase. We think that it will become more enjoyable.
Thank you.
Questioner 6Thank you.
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